A function based nonlinear least squares estimation (FNLSE) method is proposed and investigated in parameter estimation of Jelinski-Moranda software reliability model. FNLSE extends the potential fitting functions of traditional least squares estimation (LSE), and takes the logarithm transformed nonlinear least squares estimation (LogLSE) as a special case. A novel power transformation function based nonlinear least squares estimation (powLSE) is proposed and applied to the parameter estimation of Jelinski-Moranda model. Solved with Newton-Raphson method, Both LogLSE and powLSE of Jelinski-Moranda models are applied to the mean time between failures (MTBF) predications on six standard software failure time data sets. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of powLSE with optimal power index compared to the classical least-squares estimation (LSE), maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and LogLSE in terms of recursively relative error (RE) index and Braun statistic index.
Introduction
Failure time prediction is a key problem in software reliability, which is defined as "the probability of failure-free operation of a computer program for a specified time in a specified environment" (Musa, et al, 1987) . It takes an important role in software design and software safety, especially in the development of spacecrafts, marine vessels, advanced weapons, automatic control etc. As for the mean time between failure (MTBF) prediction, two main methods are widely investigated in software reliability models, the time-independent model and time-dependent model.
For the time-independent model, Jelinski-Moranda model is the milestone in software reliability to describe the MTBF of software reliability growth, with the assumption that the times between two failures are independent, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and least squares estimation (LSE) are employed to estimate the model parameters (Jelinski,et al, 1972; Lyu, 1996; Cai, 1998a; Huang, 2002) . However, Jelinski-Moranda model has poor prediction accuracy, Littlewood,et al (1987) owed the cause to the use of the inference with MLE, and brought forward a Bayesian Jelinski-Moranda (BJM) model. Also, there are many models of software reliability growth to model MTBF and mean time to failure (MTTF) in the recent 3 decades (Lyu, 1996) .
However, the time-dependent models take an opposite assumption that the times between two failures are dependent, and the recent times between failures are employed to forecast the future failure time. A lot of time series based methods are developed to address the time dependent software reliability models, for example, Bayesian approach (Pham, Kumar et al (2008) demonstrate that WNN is superior than many other time series based methods, for example, multilayer perceptron (MLP),radial basis function network(RBFN),multiple linear regression (MLR), dynamic evolving neuro-fuzzy inference system(DENFIS) and support vector machine(SVM), etc. These models treat themselves as black-box to predict MTBF, while time-independent models, for example Jelinski-Moranda model, have more instinctive mathematical and statistical background.
In this paper, we focus on the time-independent modeling of Jelinski-Moranda model with LSE. As for software reliability growth models, Schafer,et al (1979) proposed the traditional LSE technique to estimate the parameters of Jelinski-Moranda model, Cai (1998b) discussed two LSE methods, least squares method I and least squares method II. Musa ,et al (1987) proposed a logarithm model of the exponential class model. Since JelinskiMoranda model is an exponential class model, Liu ,et al (2008) derived the logarithm nonlinear least squares estimation (LogLSE) of Jelinski-Moranda model and evaluated its performance on three failure data sets collected in Musa, et al (1987) .
To extend the LogLSE method, we develop a general function based nonlinear least squares estimation (FNLSE) method by combining the compression merits of transformation function in statistics with the weighted nonlinear least squares (WNLSE) to overcome the statistical modeling problem induced by heteroscedasticity (Goldfeld,1965 ; Hopkins,2003; Gujarati, 2004) . We prove that FNLSE is a WNLSE method, and propose a power function based LSE (powLSE) to estimate the parameter of Jelinski-Moranda model. The experimental results of MTBF prediction performances on six bench-mark failure time databases with LSE, MLE, LogLSE and powLSE, demonstrate the effectiveness of our novel powLSE model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the least squared method is reviewed, and the FNLS method is developed . In section 3, Two FNLSE software reliability methods, LogLSE and powLSE, are discussed and the parameter estimation formula of Jelinski-Moranda model are derived. In section 4, the experimental simulation results of LogLSE and powLSE are compared on six software failure time data sets. And, the conclusion and discussion are given in the last section.
2
Function based nonlinear least squares model
Least Squares Model
Least squares method is a popular technique and widely used in many fields for function fit and parameter estimation. Let the (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ),· · · , (x n , y n ) be observation data, the model to be fitted to the data be (2.1)
where β is the parameter vector, and ǫ i is the error term. The traditional nonlinear least squares estimation method ( Marquardt, 1963; Barham,et al, 1972) is to minimize
And, the nonlinear weighted least squares estimation method (Björck, 1996) is minimizing
where, w i > 0. Usually, in statistics theory, ǫ i is assumed as independent variables of normal distribution N(0, σ 2 ), where σ 2 is the variance of normal distribution. And, least squares method satisfies E(y) = f (x, β).
, and σ i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is not constant, the phenomenon is called heteroscedasticity.
However, the error item of formula (1) may be non-normal. The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is not consistent and robust with non-normal and heteroscedastic even in the simple regression case (Marazzi,et al 2004) . Briand et al (1992) also pointed out that heteroscedasticity strongly affects the prediction and interpretation of software engineering data sets, and in some sense it is difficult to use heteroscedasticity for prediction, because it is difficult to determine which piece of data has heteroscedasticity.
In statistical data analysis, two possible traditional strategies are widely adopted to fit data. The first strategy is to find a proper function z = H(y) to transform the observation data, then embedding the transformed observation data (x i , z i ), (i = 1, · · · n) to fit the formula (1), for example, the famous Box-Cox transformation, z = log(y), z = a y , z = e ay , etc. (Box & Cox, 1964; Hopkins, 2003; He, 2004) . Usually, the transformation function should possess compression observation data function. The second strategy is to find the proper function f to fit the formula (1) (Briand, et al 1992; Ramsay ,et al 2006; Gujarati, 2004) . However, especially for the Jelinski-Moranda model (Musa,et al,1987) , there is a strong assumption that E(y) = f (x, β). Thus,
conflicts the assumption of formula E(y) = f (x i , β). Then, the two aforementioned strategies fail to modify the traditional least squares to enhance the prediction of software reliability.
Since weighted least squares is a strategy to overcome heteroscedasticity (Goldfeld,1965; Marković ,et al 2009), we will combine the merits of transformation function with weighted least squares (WLS) to estimate the Jelinski-Moranda model in the view of data analysis, our motivation is to extend the range of parameter estimation methods to enhance the prediction rate.
Function based nonlinear least squares model
Suppose that the observation data (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ),· · · , (x n , y n ) satisfy formula (1) , where x i , y i , f (x i , β) are one-dimension vector and ǫ i is error term. And, the function y = H(x), (∀x ∈ D ⊆ R) is 1-order differential, and H ′ (x) ≡ 0. According to Lagrange middle-value theorem, we obtain that, for any x, x 0 ∈ D, ∃η ∈ (x, x 0 ) or (x 0 , x),
For any random variable ξ, put x = ξ and x 0 = Eξ, we obtain (2.5)
where we still denote η ∈ (ξ, Eξ) or (Eξ, ξ). Obviously, (ξ − Eξ) is the error item. If H(x) = x, the formula (6) is the same model as formula (1) . For the observation data y i and f (x i , β) satisfying formula (1), put ξ = y i , we obtain
. Even ǫ i is normal distribution, the error item H ′ (η)ǫ i may be non-normal or heteroscedastic. Redesignate formula (6) as follows,
formula (7) denotes a function H-family based nonlinear least squares with heteroscedasticity and non-normality. Obviously, the above 1-dimension modeling discussion can be easily extended to high dimension case. As Marazzi,et al (2004) pointed out that MLE is not consistent with heteroscedasticity and non-normality, to facilitate the data processing, we have the following definition according to the basic idea of least squares estimation, which is minimizing the sum of squares error items. Definition 1. Let (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ),· · · , (x n , y n ) be observation data, the model fitted to the data is y i = f (x i , β) + ǫ i , where β ( β ∈ Θ) is the parameter, and ǫ i are independent variables of normal distribution N(0, σ 2 ), σ 2 is the variance of normal distribution. The function based nonlinear least squares estimation (FNLSE) method is to minimize
where y = H(x), ∀x ∈ D, is a continuous function with 1-order derivative, and H(x) ≡ C, ∀x ∈ D, where C is a constant. And, we also suppose that
Therefore, the estimation of parameter β in LSE and FNLSE takes two different styles,
where, H is the set of potential functions considered for FNLSE. If H(x) = log a x, (a > 0, a = 1), we call FNLSE as LogLSE; If H(x) = x α , (α = 0), we call FNLSE as powLSE. Note that, the condition that ǫ i are independent variables of normal distribution N(0, σ 2 ) is not necessary. If ǫ i are independent variables of non-normal distribution or heteroscedastic, Definition 1 still holds. In addition, there are two other intuitional explanations of Definition 1,
• The fitting function of
by H-family functions including H(x) = x. Obviously, H-family function can be adopted as power functions H = {x α , α = 0}, where α is power index.
• The traditional error of y i , f (x i , β) is treated as scaling along the line H(x) = x, if we scale the error between y i and f (x i , β) along any function H(x), we obtain the Definition 1.
According to definition 1, The logarithm method in Musa (1987)( [1] ,p355) takes the special case of FNLS. Our model is different from the famous Box-Cox transformation ( (Box & Cox, 1964) . Furthermore, the FNLS is a special case of WNLSE. We have the following conclusion.
is equivalent to a weighted nonlinear least squares estimation.
Proof:
Since, H(x) is continuous and differential in D, using Lagrangian middle-value theorem, there exists a value
Then, (8) takes the standard form of weighted nonlinear least squares.
(2.12)
This is a weighted nonlinear least squares estimation. Furthermore, we have a sufficient condition to guarantee the criterion of FNLSE is smaller than criterion of LSE.
) satisfies one of the following conditions that
1) H(x) is continuous and differential in D and
2) H(x) satisfies the Lipschitz condition that |H(
Hence, this ends the proof of theorem 2.
Since logarithm function (y = H(x) = log a (x)) and power function (y = H(x) = x α ) are two popular transformation function possessing compression of data, we mainly discuss these two functions though there are many function possessing compression property (Hopkins,2003; Gujarati, 2004) . If all the y i and f (x i , β) fall into the interval of function's domain, FNLS of formula (6) develops a function based weighted least squares model. This is a trivial assumption that could be easily satisfied in real data analysis. In the software reliability model, we only discuss the function with x > 0.
It is easily to prove that the following transformation functions satisfy the condition of theorem 2 (1),
Because of the complexity of real data, it is difficult to determine the optimal power index α directly by the previous formulae, the power index α optimization can be determined by the following formula,
In fact, Peng, ,et al, (2003) has also applied the logarithm function based least estimation to least absolute deviations (LAD) estimation, it is different from the LogLSE style proposed by Liu,et al, (2008) .
FNLSE of Jelinski-Moranda Model
In Musa,et al (1987) and Liu,et al (2008) , the natural logarithm y = ln(x) is utilized to discuss the LogLSE of Jelinski-Moranda model. We will extend LogLSE of JelinskiMoranda model to the general FNLSE case in this section.
Suppose x 1 , ......, x n are the time-between-failures in software fault detection, Jelinski and Moranda (1972) assume that 1) The program totally contains N faults.
2) All the faults in the program are independent.
3) A detected fault is removed instantaneously without leading new faults to the software.
4) The fault detection rate remains constant over the intervals between fault occurrence. In the i-th interval (from the (i − 1)-th fault to the i-th fault ), the hazard rate of fault detection is λ(x i ) = φ(N − i + 1). And, MT BF = 1 φ(N − i + 1) .
5) The being encountered probability of every fault is same in test phrase and real operation phrase. . The probability density function of
The MLE of Jelinski-Moranda model is maximizing the likelihood
Maximizing the log-likelihood of L(N, φ), the MLE solution satisfies the following equations:
The standard LSE of Jelinski-Moranda model is minimizing
, the LSE of (N, φ) satisfies the following formula,
LogLSE of Jelinski-Moranda Model
The logarithm FNLSE of Jelinski-Moranda model is minimizing
where log is natural logarithm function, also denoted as ln.
Let ∂S H ∂N = 0, ∂S H ∂φ = 0, the FNLSE of (N, φ) satisfies the following formula as in Liu,
From the above formula, we can obtain that changing the a value of H(x) = log a x does not affect the logarithm FNLSE of (N, φ).
powLSE of Jelinski-Moranda model
In this section, we will discuss another novel FNLSE for Jelinski-Moranda model with power function y = H(x) = x α . Since log(y) = log(x α ) = α log(x), power function can be explained as the logarithm function log(x) multiplied by a scale factor α (α = 0) for dependent variable log(y), which is also called log-log transformation (Hopkins, 2003) .
The power function based nonlinear least squares estimation (powLSE) of JelinskiMoranda model is to minimize
Let ∂S H ∂N = 0, ∂S H ∂φ = 0, the FNLSE of (N, φ) satisfies the following formula (3.8) Let
The value of N is calculated from f (N) = 0 using Newton-Raphson method, then the φ is calculated with the corresponding formula.
Furthermore, in some cases, the functions
are also the optimal choices for data transformation in statistical data analysis. However the (N, φ) estimation of the two functions are more complex, we omit the discussion of FNLSE with these two functions in this paper. Since our FNLSE does not modify any assumptions of NLS, the FNLSE of JelinskiMoranda model does not alter the assumption of Jelinski-Moranda LSE model too, all of properties and conclusions about it still holds. As log transformation compresses the scales in which the variables are measured, the logarithm function and power function (in some sense of log-log transformation ) based FNLSE will be expected to have accurate prediction performance too.
Prediction Criterion and Optimization Strategy
In the simulation experiments of software reliability, two criteria are involved in the term of recursive prediction, the RE (Cai, 1998) criterion and Braun statistic (Lyu, 1995) criterion. For all the MLE,LSE, LogLSE and powLSE estimation of Jelinski-Moranda model, we constitute two frameworks of evaluation.
RE Criterion and Optimization Strategy
Suppose the failure data set is {x 1 , · · · , x n }. Given power index α (α = 0)and i = 4, · · · , n, the (i-1) failure times {x 1 , · · · , x i−1 } are applied to estimate the parameter (N,φ) by MLE, LSE, LogLSE and powLSE respectively, and (N ,φ) are utilized to calculate the correspondingMT BF i . Let TE denote the sum of relative errors in learning data
The RE criterion of the one-step-ahead recursive prediction is defined as, (3.10)
The total TE and RE values in modeling data and predicting data are as follows, (3.11)
where, we set RE 1 = RE 2 = RE 3 = 0, and T E 1 = T E 2 = 0.
To optimize the power index of powLSE in formula (23), we adopt the following strategy: For a given α, the criteria in the model learning data of Jelinski-Moranda model with powLSE is denoted as {T E (α)
n−1 }, the The total TE values in modeling data are as follows,
The optimal index parameter α is defined as (3.13)α opt = arg min
And, the final optimization prediction RE of powLSE is defined as RE (αopt) calculated by formula (26) .
For MLE,LSE and LogLSE, there are no parameter selection, we directly calculate the TE criterion and one-step-ahead recursive prediction RE criterion.
Braun statistic Criterion and Optimization Strategy
For the failure data set {x 1 , · · · , x n }, the other important criterion is Braun statistic index, which is defined as,
where
For a fix i (i = 4, · · · , n), the segmentation of (i-1) failure times {x 1 , · · · , x i−1 } are applied to estimate the parameter (N ,φ) by MLE, LSE, LogLSE and powLSE respectively. Let T BS i denote the Braun statistic index in learning data {x 1 , · · · , x i−1 },
where,
According to the statistical meaning of Braun statistic index, the prediction of x i would be identical to the distribution of Braun statistic in training data. We denote RBS i as the one-ahead-step predictive criterion, (3.16)
The overall TBS and RBS values in modeling data and predicting data are defined as follows, (3.17)
where, we set RBS 1 = RBS 2 = RBS 3 = 0, and T BS 1 = T BS 2 = 0.
For each powLSE with α, we calculate the corresponding T BS (α) and RBS (α) , and the optimal index is defined as 
T BS (α) .
Then, the optimization prediction RBS of powLSE is defined as RBS (αopt) calculated by the powLSE with optimal index α opt .
Since RE and Braun statistic index have different statistical meanings, the optimization results of power indexes with the two criteria should be different.
Heteroscedasticity problem
For the data fitting problem as addressed in formula (1), how to model the heteroscedasticity simply from observation is very important, since it may provide information for statistical modeling. The residue data and the variance of residual data can reflect the fluctuation of observation data. Straightforwardly, for any segmentation data {x 1 , · · · , x i−1 }, (4 ≤ i ≤ n), the sample variances and the error item variance estimated by MLE,LogLSE and powLSE are easily calculated, if the variance index series along the segmentation fluctuate largely, the original time series would have Heteroscedasticity. We denote (3.19)
wherex i =MT BF i is the estimation item of x i by corresponding MLE, LogLSE and powLSE.
As prediction accuracy and heteroscedasticity are two interesting problems in statistical modeling, we give a concise discussion. If the observation data have no heteroscedasticity, the fitting problem of formula (1) could be easily modeled by MLE or LSE, and the statistical model should be more correct, it could lead to more accurate prediction performance. Inversely, since the prediction accuracy acquires that the predictive value is utmost close to the real observable value, if the original data have heteroscedasticity, the predicted data series may also have heteroscedasticity.
Numerical examples and simulation results

Data Description
To evaluate the FNLSE performance of Jelinski-Moranda model, six standard failure data sets are involved in the experiment.
The first failure data set, Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) ( Table 1) , was first reported in Jelinski and Moranda (1972) and evaluated in Pham, et al (2000) , it contains 34 failure data;
The following three data sets ( Table 2 ,3,4) appeared in Musa et al (1987) . All of the three data sets were also evaluated in Cai (1995) and our previous work Liu, et al (2008) .
The fifth data set (Table 5 ) was from Musa (1979) , it was also evaluated in Pai and Hong (2006) .
The sixth data set, AT&T (Table 6) , was also evaluated in Pham, et al (2000) . Table 2 : JDM-I failure data (Year) Table 5 : JDM-IV failure data (Sec.) Table 3 : JDM-II failure data (Sec.) 3 13 5 15 7 18 9 22 11 19 13 32 15 40 2 9 4 11 6 12 8 15 10 25 12 30 14 25 All of the six data sets are bench-mark software failure data, they are evaluated in many references. All of them are employed to evaluate our FNLSE of Jelinski-Moranda model. For each standard failure data set {x 1 , · · · , x n }, we estimate the parameters of JelinskiMoranda model by MLE, LogLSE and powLSE in every segmentation data of {x 1 , · · · , x m } (3 ≤ m ≤ n − 1), and calculate the variances of original data and the residual data determined by MLE, LogLSE and powLSE respectively.
Experimental Results of FNLS Jelinski-Moranda Model
Experimental Results with RE criterion
The TE criteria of the recursive training data are shown from Fig. 1 to Fig. 6 . The relationship of TE criteria and the corresponding RE criterion with same index of powLSE are shown in Fig. 7 -Fig. 12 . And, the RE values of MLE, LogLSE and powLSE with optimal index are listed in Table 7 . TE values of NTDS with MLE, LogLSE and powLSE. From Fig.1 to Fig.6 , we can conclude that the TE of powLSE with optimal index along the segmentation data can achieve relatively small value compared to MLE and LogLSE. From Fig.7 -Fig.12 , we can see that the predictive RE values and the TE values in training data are also similar, hence it demonstrates that the optimization of power index is reasonable. As powLSE with α = 1 is the traditional LSE, the simulation results are also listed in the Table 7 for comparison. The RE evaluation results with MLE, LogLSE and powLSE with optimal index in Table 7 , the simulation results show that powLSE with the optimal index can outperform the MLE, LSE and LogLSE according to RE criterion. And, both powLSE with optimal index and LogLSE outperform the traditional LSE and MLE.
Experimental Results with Braun statistic criterion
The TBS criteria of the recursive training data are shown from Fig. 13 to Fig. 18 , the corresponding one-step-ahead recursive prediction RBS criteria are shown from Fig. 19  -Fig. 24 . And the RBS values of MLE, LogLSE and powLSE with optimal index are listed in Table 8 . From Fig. 13 to Fig. 18 , we can conclude that powLSE with optimal index can achieve relatively smaller profiles than MLE, LSE ad LogLSE. And, Fig. 19 -Fig. 24 manifest the validation of power index optimization with Braun statistic criterion. Table 8 , we can see that powLSE with optimal index outperforms LSE on data set JDM-II and JDM-IV, and has same performances comparing with LSE on the other four data sets. It demonstrates that powLSE extends LSE according to Braun statistic criterion.
Heteroscedasticity of data
All of the corresponding variances with original data and residual data predicted by MLE, LSE ,LogLSE and powLSE with optimal index are shown in Fig. 25 -Fig. 30 , where we denote the powLSE optimized by RE criterion as powLSE RE, and denote the powLSE optimized by Braun statistic criterion as powLSE BS. We can conclude from Fig. 25 to Fig. 30 that all of the six failure data have heteroscedasticity along the time, the JDM-II and JDM-IV, which have relatively small variance values, have small predictive RE values (see Table 7 ), and the variance change points reflect the role of sample data affecting the deviation at the same time. And, the heteroscedasticity provides the information of data sensitivity to modeling software reliability. All of the information would provide help for statistical modeling and explanation for bad performance.
Conclusion
A FNLSE framework is proposed, two of special cases, LogLSE and powLSE, are applied to the parameter estimation of Jelinski-Moranda model. It extends the LSE and LogLSE in software reliability and possesses the data compressing role with the proper selection of transformation function, and it is proved as a weighted LSE. Our motivation and modeling procedure are different from famous Box-Cox transformation. It is also treated as a general model to discuss statistical data analysis with non-normality and heteroscedasticity. Furthermore, the LogLSE and powLSE of Jelinski-Moranda model are discussed and derived. Their prediction accuracies are evaluated by two statistical indexes relative error and Braun statistic. The simulation results demonstrate that both powLSE and LogLSE outperform MLE and LSE of Jelinski-Moranda model, and powLSE outperforms LogLSE with the optimal indexes. The future work will focus on the simulation evaluation on more failure data sets with FNLSE, compare the performance of FNLSE with time-dependent model, and apply the FNLSE to the other software reliability models to generalize the estimation algorithm modeled by LSE.
